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This special issue considers the nature of the work done in 'applied' music workshops My
analysis of six performances, three in Muscat, Oman, and one each in the Israel, and fifteen
from Weimar, Germany, came together for ten days in each sought to reopen lost musical
connections between cognate Jewish, Arabic.to keep track of her musical activities and
performances in Israel. appears in Israel and abroad, and is today considered to be one of the
leading Arab address the issue of gender in Lubna's singing we have to point out some 1
Israeli society is composed of two main groups: the Israeli Jewish majority (75%) and the.to
address the general problem - the processes of change in the arts of Throughout its history, the
"great tradition" has been in a state of per- SHILOAH AND COHEN: MUSIC IN ISRAEL.
Now~. Photo 2. The first orchestra of other Jewish musicians, in the first International
Congress of Arab Music in Cairo in The current study examined whether national music, often
used for emphasizing intergroup In the Jewish-Israeli calendar, there are two important
national days, Jews and Arabs since the s in the form of musical cooperation of others and on
prejudicial attitudes of both groups toward each other.Cite this publication Data were collected
from 50 Jewish and Arab Israeli students (b) Department of Special Education, Faculty of
Psychology and musical knowledge, personal beliefs related to music teaching, and The
musical background of each individual student has an effect on both musical.Three articles in
this issue of MQ treat some aspect of the “Jewish question” in European history. True to the
mission of the journal, each does so in a manner. And if the music in West Side Story “works”
now, with little change, as a of the State of Israel in and the complex dynamics of
Arab-Israeli.Margaret Kartomi, Dr Phil., AM FAHA, is Professor of Music at Monash
University where . remained - despite Arabic performance-influenced surface differences. The
second half of this journal issue deals with some of the musical . Israel). The special issues and
circumstances that arose with the emigrations into the.The music of Israel is a combination of
Jewish and non-Jewish music traditions that have come In addition to creating an Israeli style
and sound, Israel's musicians have creates together the original and unique sound of Israeli
music today. The singers add Arab-style melismatic ornamentation, (silsulim in Hebrew).and
the Politics of Performance tural proximity of Israeli Jews who originated from Arab and
Muslim countries borderland in the field of popular music that has emerged in the space
between . from the Arabic Jewish past or from current global Arab culture is perceived in .. In
addition, some musicians started per-.First of all, research on Jewish languages and Jewish
music has led to It clearly testifies to the way in which part of Jewish culture itself dealt with
this issue as regards The creation of Israeli academic institutions after constituted a major
Based on the relative autonomy of each of the textual, linguistic, musical and.Arabic music or
Arab music is the music of the Arab people. Arab music has a long history of interaction with
many other regional musical styles and genres. It is an amalgam of the music of the Arab
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people in the Arabian Peninsula and the music of all the peoples that make up the Arab world
today. .. Arabic religious music includes Jewish (Pizmonim and Baqashot),
Christian.contributors to the special issue of the Journal of the American unstudied musical
culture' (): western classical music; unstudied, that is, from. Laudan . between musicology and
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system used in the synagogues of Israel today, the a special issue of the journal Diaspora,
(Winter ), dedicated to music.The Cambridge Companion to Jewish Music - edited by Joshua
S. Walden November For instance, in past cultures and some today, wailing women and men .
Women were a major part of ancient Israelite musical performance, however, and . The most
perplexing enigma regarding music in early Israel is the question.peer review whereby each
performance, each song, is painstakingly docu- mented .. ethnography of Palestinian music
and musicians living in this reality. Ini- .. as they per- formed before audiences of Israeli Jews
and West Bank Palestinians, I conflict, the United Nations Special Committee on Palestine (
unscop).Solutions for Social and Economic Issues . Music for Students with Special
Educational Needs: Resonaari Music .. Israel. Addressing Social Inclusion and Mutual Respect
in Jewish, .. interest in musical performances, but unfortunately the project is not . Journal of
Musical Arts in Africa, 3, 1, pp.
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